Since the Substantive findings from the NLS analyses are genera consistent with the weak and generally negative findings from t analyses we do not review them in great detail. Instead, we br describe the analysis strategies and findings of each of the st then turn to a consideration of the potential for bias introduc use of statistical matching procedures rather than random assig construct "control" groups in the CLMS and NLS analyses.
CEIS Procedures and Findings
The analysis reported by Hahn and Lerman (1983) employs a n neighbor matching procedure1* to construct a "matched" control g to be compared with the 1,114 respondents in the NLS youth samr, reported participating in CETA programs. (The matched sample w constructed by selecting respondents from among the 4,608 NLS respondents who reported that they had not participated in a CE program and who were neither in the military nor had family ine above 325,000 in 1978, and who did respond to the questions use construct the eight matching variables.)
The variables used for matching were: sex, race, age, famil family income (in 1978), weeks employed (in 1978), whether the was living at hörne, and whether the youth was a high school dro All the matching variables were derived from the 1979 survey. resulting "matched" sample was then used to estimate the impact (prior) participation in CETA programs on earnings and employme 1979 and later years. As with the CLMS matchings, the CEIS ana the NLS data base takes a pool of largely white, middle-class y and produces a "matched" sample which is 65 percent black and h mean family income of $8,790 (in 1978).
The CEIS analysis concentrates initially on employment in u sidized Jobs äs its major outcome measure. The authors argue t is the appropriate outcome measurement for initial study since "politically the motivating concern in establishing a CETA proc to increase the likelihood that disadvantaged youths could find employment in the regulär (i.e., non-CETA) labor market. Their analysis derives an estimate of program effects for a regressic that incorporates 20 other independent variables.
The coefficients estimated in this analysis are reproduced D.3 together with the published t-ratios.  (The latter statisti appear to ignore the complex sampling design used in the NLS an
11 Hahn and Lerman (1983:75) used a "nearest available Mahalonobi metric matching" method suggested by Rubin (1979).

